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±PROBLEM.

The latest addition to network television programming has
been the _advent of shows= depicting-people as- they _'=really- are."

As evidence& byr-the three most- weil_ knoWn, and highly rated
shows- of -this type, "All -in --_the -Eamily,"= "Maude," -and "Sanford-

and:SOn,"_-1 thete shows have.-decidedrto strip away _the- flat

iunditensional -characterizations of the past-and instead, pre

sent rounded

opinionated,- _straight-talking, -no=holdt-batred,
_

controversial- characters.
An--the-Familiy,"_ has been- on
,thelair7-j-fOr: two-fnlirseatdni,_-."Banford -and:-Son"

._fOt about

a

has

-been aired

year-j4nd a- half,s=and --"Maude" -is-_completing its

_- first year.

by- NOtinan Lear,

three shows haVe heen written and produced

in-

conjunction- With-

Bud Yorkin.

The philosophy

_

upon -Which these threW:sitnation comedies haVe been_ based

has

recently been verbalized by Lear:
-*_!We -bald _strong -characters. _:-They -do 'things that

People date- abbut

When yOn-Care_about something
Whew:you

*the funny_ things_--are that ,much_-_ funnier.

objeCtr_ to tomething,,,you object- that -much harder.
-.-.-.yOn can- - empathize

with -the charaters. Then,
the laughter _is= at _what: is funny_ to lion, and the
,p-oignant moments= are-- deeply felt."q_

.,

The author wishes to acknoWledge the atsittance received in
*collecting and - analyzing data for this paper from his Mass
Communication Research clast at- the University of Georgia
and his student research assistants Cathy Brown and Edwin S.
Bufkin.
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Lear feels that he hai moved the viewing public beyond,

the "vast wasteland" of previous television programming which
handlet noncontroversial topics in a noncontroversial manner.

In his prOgramshe emphasiiet that, "...intelligent,adultt are
-- entitled -to -have the-problems-of intelligent adults."

=Pedple in the broadcasting industry; as

Some

at-many'sociaI-

scientists, do not appreciate Learls efforts, however.

A-Newsweek Artidledenounced Archie (a-dharacterin "All

in the Family") ts'".4.thedOnfluence_OVeverythinvthat-fear
_

and ignoran-cei can; do to a man."A

The- NeW-Aork Tikes,wrote-,

-"The-most damning tirade has emanated from Laura Hobson whote
1947 novel; "Gentlemen's Agreement,-" dealt with anti=Semitism.

Miss Hobson is furouSover'_the_notion that Archie is-likable,
6

even lovable.

Hobson:-wantt her bigot to be totally

_hateful, so-the message is = clear:- hate-te,-hate my dogma." 5-

Likewite, Spokesman within -the black community have been
Q.

eipedially upset by the-characterizations portrayed on "All
in the FaMily."_Black_psychiatrist Alvin Poussaint of Harvard.'
._-

believes that-it is a "dangerous slide.

"It's dangeroutnot_'

only in-terms,of how it might be inflUencing white attitudes

but aito because it does have manyblacki laughing at-the kind-

_of bigotry and racism Archie expresses. WS an unreal show- unreal both in its Portrayal of the true nature-of many Archietype white people,and its depiction of just hoW,mudh insult

-3--

black people today will tolerate."6

Another-black educator

,concurs, calling "All in the Family" "...institutionalized
bigotry 52 weeks a year

...perpetuates white racist attitudes

and functions = only to amuse whites and subordinate black people

and make them '1972 AMos 'n'Andysi."7

Obviously, progranming epitomized by "All in the Family"
cannot both lead the-public out of the "wasteland" as well as
"institutionalize bigotry." The following study attempts to

CONCEPTUAL BASE
Any deleterious effec.t the shoW iiight have upon the public

revolves= around the statements:--tade_bythe show's characters.
If the characters are viewed as- "Similar- tO the Viewer=-'= and / or

are "likeable," thenitis- inferred thattheit statements are
apt to-be favotably:accepted-by-the.viewing public.

An impor-

tant consideration 14.-the psychologiCal fraMeWork of the viewer,

i.e., his susceptibility to accept statements made by a television character.

The:psychological concept at issue in this instance is
the dogmatic, Or open-cloSed, mind.

RokeaCh has delineated

the basic characteristic that defines the extent_a person is
classified as either high or --low dogmatic, "..:the extent to

which the person-can receive, .emaluite, and act on relevant,

information received from the outSide=on its own intrinsic

merits

unencumbered by irrelevant factors in the situation

arising from within the person

or

from the- outside." 8-

The

_

closed-minded or high dogmatic indiVidual _is characterized as
_being

leas

_

able to react to the merits of a Inetsage apart from

;--personal- habit's, beliefs, ego needs, etc. which -are irrelevant

to the message itself.

-

"'The'more _Open -one " s _belief system,

=the -tore:Stu:mid _evaluating- and_ acting

on

information 4)roceed

-independentlq on its own merits, in accord with the inner
structural -requirements Of the itituation.-9

Likewise, a high dogniatic or closed - minded individual

would not clearly differentiate his reaction to information
-received and the source =of that information.

As Rokeach states,

"...the more closed the belief system, the more difficult should
it be to diatinguish between inforniation received about the
-_world

and

information recalled- about the- sciUrce."1°' This

.

contention hda received support.

Powell (1962)1)7: tOtnid that the more open is an individual's
-.belief system,_ the-greater is his ability to distingUish between

message source and message content and to _judge each on_its
-intrinsic merits.

19 found that highHarvey and Heys-D.972i--

dqgmatic_ subjects agreed more with the communication when given

by the high=authority-source than by the low-authority source.

IOW=dogmatics were not differentially influenced by the authority
f the communicator.

This is Clear evidence of the link. made

by the high-dogmatic: between his evaluation of the message-and
the .'source.

Thus, the first working hypothesis for the present study
is: H --For high-dogmatic viewers, the television characters
1
with which they "agree" will also be the characters whith
they "like," while no trend should develop for low-dogmatic
viewers.

Also, following froth previous research whiCh has shown
=

that high4OgtatiC indiVidnalS are less-'tolerant of beliefdiscrePant -information than_ loWklogmatid persons (neat and

Wheaton 1967)13-the seonik viorking hypothesis was' formulated:

B2--For

high - dogmatic viewers,,-the television characters
with which they do not "agree" will -also -be the characters
they do not "like", while no trend'Shoald develop for_ lowdogmatic viewers.Negative societal _effectS -would -result _from having high-

dogmatic viewers accept the bigoted and:stereotypic thinking
advocated by "Archie Bunker," a highly_dogmatic _character in
"All in the Family:" Thus, "Archie' Bunker"'would be -viewed

as "similar" by high-dogmatics, would be "liked", and his
"message" would either further reinforce prior beliefs or would
be newly "agreed

.A large gr6up of preVious findings would

support this process.

The Handbook of Social Psychology (1969) states that,

is

"There
a __considerable body-of ,evidence that a person
is influenced by a persuasiVe message to the extent that
he perceives it as coming from a source similar to himself.
Presumably the receiver, to the extent' that he -perceives
the source to be like himself in diverse characteristics,
assumes that they also share common needs and goals. The

a

. receiver might therefore conclude that what the source is
urging is good for 'our kind of people,', and thus changes, his-Attitude aceordingly:'!14
-

Siotland and Patchen (1961) concur based-on their findings.

Their study points to the fact-that subjedts empathize with and

adopt the'feelingS-And opiions-af others to the extent that
these-Others.haVe been represented-as-similar to themselves.
They- state,-"Itiwas found that -those lawin prejudice at the
_

firsi_tdiinistrition.became-more-prejudiced but only -if -they_

Were told the case history-Was-aboat:Sameone like.themSelves."15
Thead findings would tend-to-add credence to the "worst- fears"

voiced by the'show's

METHOD
A random sample,of adults-in-Athens, Gebigia (N.265) were

used as respondehtsAn a personal interview-administered by ten
personally trained interviewers during Spring - Quarter, 1972.

The sample was obtained-through -a systematic selection of

householdi contained within randomly selected city blocks.

. _Afer determining that the respondent is a viewer-of "All
in the Family," he was'asked to respond to two sets of Likerttype statements, "Strongly Agree With "-- "Strongly Disagree With"

-and "Strongly_Like --"Strangly Dislike," for each of the five

main characters in the program, Archie (the father), Mike (the
son-in-law), Edith (the mother), Gloria
(the bladk neighbor). (See Appendik)

_

(the daughier),and Lionel

The subjects thenteSponded-to the-Short Form Dogmatism
,Scale,16 and to questions vsking*for eduiation, occupation,

income, and age. (See Appendix)

In analyzing the findings,

t2-test statistics were used in'testing the:differences in degree

of "Liking" and-"Agreement" between dogmatia-groups-for each
"All-lnith

Family" character.

FINDINGS
The high-dogmatic individuals "agreed with" the character
.Archie

to_a Significantly greater degree than=did either the

sulditnaOr low dogmatic individuals; however,--they "Liked-Archie"
.

--to a significantly greater degree than_enly the medium-dogmatics.
-i-The'loW-dormatic individuali,_on the other hand,'"Agreed with

-Mike and-Lionel" to a-significantly greater degree than-did the
--middle or high dogmatid individuals, and "Liked Mike and Lionel!'
.

to a significantly greater-degree than did the high-dogmatic
individuals. (See Table 1)

Differences between subjects on their ratings of "Edith"
-and "Gloria" were generally not significant.

Significant differ-

ences did occur between high and low dogmatics concerning their
"Agreement with Edith and, Gloria ".

High.rdogmatic individuals

="Agreed with Edith" addlow-dogmatic_individuals-"Agreed with
Gloria," 1See Table-1)
-The- highest range of responses.Were found in response to

"Agreement with Archie" (2.2-4.0).

Responses to this question

-8_

were analyzed by-demographic categoriet. The "type" of individual-"Agreeing-with Archie"_to a significantly greater degree
was a: high - dogmatic, low educated, low status occupation,
low income, older,' female.

(See Table 2)

-

On the whole, a majority of the mean evaluations were on
the positive tide of the rating scale.`- Only the"Agreementiiith

Archie-responses-by-middle-and low-dogmatic individuals averaged
onthe--negativeiside of -the rating scale.

ANALYSES

The findings shoW-sUpport-for both hypOtbeses.

High-dog-

matic individuals Were high in"Agreement and, Liking Of Archie."
Likewise, high - dogmatic individuals displayed a relative lack

of "Agreement vita Mike and -Lionel" while also expressing

significantly lower degree of "Liking Mike and Lionel" when

coo:-

pared to low-dogmatic individuals.-- The findings were mixed for

"Edith" and "Gloria". The high-dogmatid individuals "Liked
Gloria", although they were not in"Agreement with Gloria."
On the other hand, low-dogmatic individuals, although low_

in "Agreement with Archie," were still high in=their "Liking
of Archie." On the whole, low-dogmatic individuals did not
differentiate their degree of "Liking" a character even though
they did differentiate in their degree of "Agreement" with the
characters.

A viewer profile, sharing a similar demographic profile to
"Archie,

is significantly in "Agreement with Archie" to a greater

degree -than Viewers not_sharing-a_aimilar demographic

-9-

profile to "Archi."

If properly interpreted, "Archie" is de-

picted as a high-dogmatic, low'educated, low status occupational,.
middle to lower income, and middle-aged.

Only the fate that

females "Agreed" more with "Archie" than did males deviates from
the demographic pre-file of "Archie."

In general, the television characters, "Gloria" and"Edith",
'who do not espouse a definite and consistent opinion or openclosed -mindedness _are the characters which are'notdifferenti-

ated by the.respondents.

Except for-a fewtastanees,__"Gloria"

and "Edith," are equally liked" and "Agreed With."

.

CONCLUSIONS
The' producers of "All in the Family" have achieved their
goals.

They have presented the viewing public with characters

with which viewers can identify, both effectively and cogni- tively.

Undoubtedly, this has led to the show's great-success.

However, the critics have also been correct in their statements.
1

Clearly,_the character "Archie" is perceived quite favor-

ably by viewers similar in bends and demogiaphics, to "Archie."
Because of the inability-of these individuals to_differentiate
source and_message, there is-a high probability that "Archie"
is used as a credible source-and that this "racist" message is,
favorably _accepted.

This potential to use "Archie" as a credible source is a
present and real danger whet ,ne accepts -the process in which

-4

.

-10Credibility is conferred upon

'

a

source.

Miller (1966) states:

"...it should-be-stressed that the values taken by all
variables determining source credibility are assigned by
the audience melbers, the-receivers of-ttt-celmunication.
Theirpreceptions-are paramount: in
respect, no communicator ever possessesisource credibility; it is-conferred upon-him-by-his listeners._ To-be_sure, it is assumed
that-certain objective-characteristics,-or attributts,
of-the source_increase_the protability that credibility
will, be conferred, but this assumption is -ilepen#Int upon
the attitudes and beliefs of audience members."'
Not only does an individual-choose-A source that is per-

ceived to be-highly_credihle but, especially for a high-dogmatic
-indiViduali__there-imthe_increased danger of having a cycle-of

increased-likingand-egreemsnt occur over 0-period of time cowcorning thair_-_-perceptiOn-Of-"ArChie." -Sampson and Insko (1964) 18

_

have Clearly documented that their subjects not only changed
-their judgments-edi'at-to-increase:-_their-similarity to the judg-

-slants of another4erson-nho=waswell-liked, but also Changed

-thèm so as to decrease'their-similarity to those of nother
-t person4o-was-disliked._-In-other words, the potential_ for
"liking" and "agreement" polarization by high-dogmatic Lodi_

viduilt is highly probable-through continued exposure to "Archie"

Family."

on "All in the-

While-IOW-dogmatic viewers do "Agree" with highly opinion_

t-ated, but less dogmatic _characters in "All in the Family," they
.

'= do not concurrently dislike the character withlOhich-they die-----:agree, as hypothesitee.-

However, the author feels that a polar-

.

ized affective reaction could develop on the part of low-dogmatic individuals if they begin to feel that "Archie" is presented
too-Sympathetically to the audience.

Further longitudinal re-

search should tap-this phenomenon.

In conclusion, the author feels that critics of-"All in
the Family "' -are juitified in their criticism.

The Show does

increase viewer interest= as inferred from the show's ratings,_

but it does this at the.expente__Ofipolarizing.a_portion_of the

viewing_

least capable_Of_coping with

the overwhelming social problems of our society at this time.
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"Agreement" with and "Liking" of "A11 in
the Family" Characters by all Respondents

Table #1
(N=265)
-CONCEPT_

(1-most favorable)
MEAN (5-leait favorable)

High Dog _Mid-Dog_Low Do&
(n=44)-

eement with "Archie:

SIGNIFICANCE OF
t-STATISTICS

-

HI-

Hi_

Mid_

& Lo-

A Mid

-& La

=(a*160)---(n=61)-

2.2

3.4

-4.0

.001

:001

IA114 "Archie"

1.8

2.2

2.1

n.s.

.01

Agreement with "Mike":

3.0

2.8

2.3

.001

n.s.

.05

2.7

2.4

2.2

.02

.05

n.s.

Agreement with "Edith"

2.5-

2.6-

2.9

.05

-Liking "Edith"

2.1

'2.1

2.1

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Agreement with "Gloria"

2.9

2.6

2.5

.10

n.s.

n.s.

Liking "Gloria"

2.2

2.3

2.3

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Agreement with "Lionel"

2.9

2.6

2.4

.02

-.05

.05

Liking "Lionel"

2.8

2.2

2.2

.001

.001

n.s.

_= Liking "Mite,

.001
;

-n.S.

n.s.
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Demographic Profile Respondents
rtE

and their "Agreement with Archie"

Table- #2
(N=265)

"Agreement With Archie"
(1 -most favorable)

CONCEPT

-MEAN:t5-liast:favorablel
High

Dogmatism'

2.2
(n=44)

-Education2

Occupation3

Income

Sex

2

3
,

4

5

t- STATISTIC -

Low
4.0

.001

(n -61)

2.9
(n=92)

.001

(n =149)

3.9
(n=47)

2.5
(n-37)

.001

3.6
(n=141)

(n=94)

3. -7

4

Age5

1

SIGNIFICANCE

3.0

3.1

3.6

(n=43)

(w--96)

Male:
3.6
(1=127)

Female:

3.2
(n=114)

High (+10 to +30), Low (-10 to -30)
High (Some college-Or high), LoW (High school or less)
High_(80 or higher On-North-Hatt Scale), Low (59 or below
on North-Hatt Scale)
High ($10,000 Or higher), Low ($9,999 or lower)
High (51 years or older), Low (30 years or younger)

.01

.02

.02
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Below indicate how you personally rate each individual character
in "All in the Family." Please circle the statement which
most closely states your feelings. Please read each statement
carefully.
-Archie (the father)
Strongly,

ree with

Strongly
ditlike

agree
with

neither agree nor
-'disa redvith

dislike

neither like
nor dislike

disagree
with

strongly disagree
with

strongly
like

like

Mike-(the son-in-law)=

A)

Strongly disagree
with
,

Stroqgly
like-

I

disagree
with

I'like-

neither-like
nor dislike

agree
with

dislike

]

strongly
Iagree with
Strongly
dislike

,

Edith (the mother)

B)

neither-agree nor
disagree with

strongly
agree with

Agree
with

strongly
dislike

disliki

neither agree nor
disagree with
neither like
nor dislike

disagree
with

like

strongly dpagree
with
Strongly
like

Gloria (the daughtetj

A)

B)

Strongly disagree disagree
with
'with

Strongly
like

neither like
nor dislike

like
1

neither agree nor
disagree with

agree

with

'Strongly
I

agree with

Strongly
dislike

dislike

1

iLionel (the black neighbor)
Strongly
ree with

'Strongly
diSlike

Agree
with

dislike

neither agree nordisagree with

neither like
nor dislike

disagree

with

like

Strongly disagree
with

Strongly
like

Now we would like to ask you some general types of questions.
Please be as honest as possible in answering the questions and
answer with the first response that comes to your mind.

First, decide whether you agree or disagree with the statement,
and then decide hovi strongly you agree or disagree and circle
that response.
1.
In this comPlicated world of ours the only way we can know
what's going on is to rely on leaders or experts who can he trusted.

1.
.2.

Agree
Agree a little

or

_Agree_on _the whole

3.-,Agree very mudh_-,

Disagree
4.- Disagree a little
5.- Disagree-on the-whole
6.

Disagree very -much

2.-_-11V-blood boili Whenever a-person-stubbornly-refuses to admit
he's-wrong.,----

1.

2.
3.

Agree
Agree a little

or

Agree on the -whole

Agree very much

_Disagree
4.. Disagree a little
5. -Disagree on the whole
6.
Disagree very much

3.

There-are two kinds of people in this world: those- who are
for truth and those who are against the truth.

1.
2.
3.

4.

Agree
Agree a little
Agree on the whole
Agree very much

or

Plume.
4.
5.
6.

Disagree a little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree very much

Most people just don't know what's good for them.

1.

2.
3.

Agree
Agree a little
Agree on the whole
Agree very much

or

12181larit
4.

5.
6.

Disagree a little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree very much

5.

Of all the different philosophies which exist in this world,
there is probably only one which is correct.'

Agree
1.
3.

Or

Agree a little
Agree on the whole
Agree very much

4.

5.
6.

Disagree
Disagree a little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree very much

6.

The highest form of goverSment is a democracy and the highest
form of democracy is a government run by those who are most intelligent.

1.

2.
3.

Agree
Agree a little
Agreepon-the _whole
Agree very much-

or

Disagree
Disagree-a little
3.- Disagree on the whole
6-.Disagree very much

_4.

=

7.

The main thing in life is for a person to want to do something

important..

1.

2.
, 3.

Agree
Agree a little
Agree on the whole
Agree very much

Or

Disagree,
4.

5.
6.

Disagree a_little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree very much

I'd like it if I could. find someone who would tell me how
to solve my personal-problems.
8.

Agree
Agree a little
2.
Agree on the whole
3._ Agree very much

Or
4.

1.

-5.
6.

Disagree
Disagree a little
Disagree on the Whole
Disagree very much

Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth
the paper_ they are printed on.
9.

Or

-.Mat
1.
.2.

3.

Agree_a littleAgree on the whole
Agree very much

4.
5.
6.

Disagree
Disagree a little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree yery much
C.

10.

Man on his wads a helpless and miserable creature.

1.

2.
3.

Agree
Agree a little
Agree on the whole
Agree very much

or

Disagree,
4.

5.
6.

Disagree a little
Disagree on the whole
Disagree very much

Now we'd like to ask you a few final questions about yourself:
Remember, your answers will remain anonymous and are confidential.
Education:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Circle highest level completed by the head of the househOld.

less than high school
high school graduate and/or technical school
some college or college graduate
post-graduate

Occupation of head of household:
Annual Household income:
a.

b.
c.

d.

Age:

Circle one

$5,999 or less
$6,000 or $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
MOre than $15,000

Circle one
a.

b.

younger than 21
21 to 30

c.

d.

31 ro,40.
41 to 50

e.
f.

51 to 60
over 60

